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The Operational Firefighter Level 3 Apprenticeship is a
two year programme directly linked to the Operational
Firefighter Apprentice Standard technical knowledge,
skills and behaviours. It also includes the internationally
recognised Firefighter Foundation Development
Programme (FFDP) from the Fire Service College (FSC).

Programme overview
The programme consists of four elements, all of which
ensure your apprentices gain a full understanding of the
knowledge, skills and behavioural components of the
Standard. These are:
• Delivery of professional qualifications
• On-programme support

At the end of the programme successful apprentices
will:

• Personal development

• Be awarded a certificate from the Institute for
Apprentices

During the programme, a sector component talent
coach will, working with their line manager, support
the progress of your apprentices and help identify
evidence of where they have demonstrated the required
knowledge, skills and behaviour in the workplace. They
will contact your apprentices on a monthly basis and
every 12 weeks carryout a review with your apprentices
and their line manager. Apprentices will have access
to our apprenticeship platform, which will support their
learning journey and provide all resources needed to
take them through to completion.

• Gain a professional qualification from Skills for
Justice for completing the FSC FFDP
• Be eligible for professional registration with the
Institution of Fire Engineers (IFE) at Technician
(TIFireE) Level.
The scheme is open to all fire and rescue services
(FRSs) in England and to private sector organisations
employing their own fire and rescue capability. It
will be delivered by Capita through Knowledgepool
and the FSC. Knowledgepool have been delivering
apprenticeships for over 11 years, including some of
the largest and most well-known schemes.
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• End-Point Assessment (EPA).

At the end of the programme, apprentices will be
assessed against the industry set criteria for Operational
Firefighter Level 3. The EPA is carried out by an assessor
from an independently registered organisation.

Why use the FSC Operational Firefighter Programme
The skills and experience of the FSC combined with
the experience and capability of one of the UK’s
largest apprentice programme providers makes a great
solution. The programme offers all English FRSs and
private sector companies employing their own fire and
rescue service a cost effective managed service that
allows access to the apprentice levy to fund the training
and developing of firefighters.
The benefits of the Capita delivered apprenticeship
scheme are:
• FRSs can draw down an apprenticeship levy to
fund most of the training, resulting in only a one-off
£3,900 cost to training budgets for each learner, for
the 2-year duration of the scheme.
• The scheme has been developed between
Knowledgepool, market leaders in the delivery of
apprenticeship schemes, and the FSC. The synergy
created has resulted in a scheme that is optimised
to meet the needs of each learner, so that each
fulfils their full potential, delivering high-quality
operational firefighters.
• The scheme will be delivered with little or no additional
burden to FRSs management and training staff and in
a manner that provides great value for money.
• Access to a curriculum specifically designed
to meet the demanding requirements of the
apprenticeship standards, but flexible enough for
FRSs to adapt to meet their own needs.
• Learners will undergo a best-practice residential FFDP
course at the FSC with access to world-class training
facilities and experienced, highly qualified instructors.
• The talent coach will support FRSs to ensure that
all mandatory requirements of the apprenticeship
scheme are met in the most efficient manner.

• Safeguarding will be at the heart of the programme
with all instructors and mentors having completed
a full-range of safeguarding training, on-going
safeguarding CPD and subject to EDBS clearance.
• Throughout the course, learners and their line
managers will receive mentoring support from a
talent coach who is an experienced and qualified
firefighter, instructor, assessor and mentor.
• Data on learners’ progression will be reported
to Knowledgepool by the FSC. Where at-risk
candidates are identified, plans will be developed to
provide additional support.
• The delivery of the scheme will be monitored
and quality assured by Knowledgepool. Quality
assurance activity will include portfolio sampling
activity, TLA observations and learner interviews.
• Learning will be supported and evidenced by
Knowledgepool’s state-of-the-art LMS, Tessello,
specifically designed to support the delivery of
apprenticeship programmes. This allows the
integration of social media, peer sharing, remote
instructor intervention, anytime-anywhere access
and many other features that are intuitive and
instinctive to the modern learner.
• English and Maths skills will be developed in line
with Knowledgepool’s English and maths strategy.
Learners’ skills in these areas will be constantly
developed and assessed during the programme.
Learners who already have a level 2 qualification in
these areas will have to present evidence during the
sign-up process.
• Where necessary, learners will receive additional
specialist support in developing their functional skills
at no additional cost.
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Curriculum
The Operational Firefighter Apprenticeship curriculum
has been developed to meet the technical
requirements of the apprenticeship standard. The two
month residential FFDP element will be based upon the
FSC’s best-practice FFDP.
The workplace training element of the curriculum has
been designed to ensure common standards are met
across all learners. The learning pathway has been
designed using a spiral curriculum construct that
uses current endorsed best-practice adult learning
principles. In this construct learners take ownership
of their development, learning builds upon previous
attainment and experience and tailored to provide
the optimum challenge for each learner so that each
realises their maximum potential. The curriculum has
been designed in such a way that each FRS can adapt
it to meet their own specific requirements, while still
ensuring that all mandatory standards are met in a
common fashion.
Teaching and learning will be structured to ensure that
all learners achieve at least a level 2 in functional skills
(Mathematics and English) by the end of the scheme.
This is a mandatory requirement. Each learner’s
competence in these areas will be assessed on
enrolment and their progress will be constantly reviewed
during the scheme. High standards of functional skills will
be expected and where required, learners will be given
additional support to ensure that they meet the standard.

Duration
The apprenticeship runs for 24 months. 20% of the
scheme must be completed outside the workplace.
The scheme starts with a 2-month (40 day) residential
FFDP course at the FSC, equating to 13% of the ‘away
from the workplace’ requirement. The remaining period
of the apprenticeship takes place at the apprentices’
work place, apart from the additional 7% (21 days)
‘away from the workplace’ requirement.

Funding
The scheme will cost £15,900 to deliver, including EPA
costs. The maximum amount of levy that can be drawn
down for each learner is £12,000, leaving a balance
of £3,900 that FRS will be required to pay as a top-up
fee. The top-up fee does not specifically represent a
specific cost incurred in delivery of the scheme, but
simply represents the funding gap between the levy
amount and the cost to deliver the overall scheme.
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Impact of Prior Learning
Schemes must deliver new learning to the apprentice.
ESFA funding rules require an assessment of any
relevant prior learning or experience against the
Apprenticeship Standards before enrolment. The prior
learning of any potential apprentices with previous
on-call (retained) or military firefighting experience will
have to be considered when applying for levy funding.
In these cases, it is unlikely that they will be entitled to
full levy funding. The amount of funding that they will
be entitled to will be commensurate with the assessed
additional learning requirement needed to meet the
apprenticeship standard. Where it is assessed that the
individual needs an apprenticeship with a minimum
duration of 12 months with at least 20% off-the-job
training, shorter learning journeys, with a corresponding
reduced cost will be created for the learner.
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Eligibility

End Point Assessment

To be eligible, applicants must meet the following
requirements:

A requirement of an apprenticeship scheme is that
the EPA is delivered by a third party that has not
been responsible for the delivery of the learning. For
the Operational Firefighter Standard, the EPA will be
delivered by Skills for Justice (SFJ). The detail of
the EPA requirement is still being developed by SFJ
but will be based upon the Operational Firefighter
Apprenticeship standard. Knowledgepool continue
to remain closely engaged with SFJ to monitor this
development and ensure that the Capita Operational
Firefighter Apprenticeship scheme remains fully aligned.

• Hold a valid passport
• Produce a valid birth certificate
• Produce a residence permit if not a UK national
• Produce a National Insurance number
• Have lived in the UK for three years prior to the
apprenticeship start date.
Due to the requirement for apprenticeship schemes to
demonstrate significant new learning for apprentices,
it is likely that potential applicants who are either
retained firefighters or with previous military firefighting
experience will not qualify for the full levy and therefore
could make enrolment on the scheme not cost
effective.
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Learning Management System

Sign-Up Procedures

Learning will be supported by Knowledgepool’s market
leading learning management system (LMS), Tessello,
produced following extensive development and
experience of delivering apprenticeship schemes. Each
learner will have their own Tessello account and will be
able to access their learning journey, as well as lesson
content and supporting materials. Learners will upload
evidence of their learning to which will contribute
towards their EPA and receive feedback from their
instructors and talent coach.

Once a formal commitment to undertake an
apprenticeship scheme with Capita has been made,
the FSC will allocate sufficient talent coaches to
support this cohort of learners. If there is capacity
within current talent coaches to absorb the new cohort,
the apprenticeship scheme can start within a month of
agreeing the contract.
On completion of the formal contractual agreement,
potential apprentices will complete the apprenticeship
sign-up process at their FRS over multiple days.

Quality Assurance Processes
Knowledgepool will use their extensive experience in
the delivery and assurance of apprenticeship schemes
to monitor and deliver quality processes for the
scheme.
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